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Private hospitals are considered superior to public hospitals. Colleges and universities have large enrollments
for advanced degrees since a four year degree may not be sufficient to work in the higher levels of government
service. Sino-Filipinos are envied for their success in business. People enjoy ballroom dancing for recreation.
The sense of a national identity is fragile, with true allegiance given to a kin group, a province, or a
municipality. Religious leaders are powerful figures. Diversity has many different meanings. People have a
strong sense of belonging to a place. Military service is voluntary. The infant mortality rate is  This is in stark
contrast to the emphasis placed on individualism in some Western countries. An example is a bamboo dance
relating a story about a bird moving among the reeds. The flag is flown with the blue band at the top in times
of peace and the red band at the top in times of war. Over 13 percent of preschool and elementary school
children are underweight. Domestic Unit. Spanish and American rule left arable land concentrated in the hands
of 2 percent of the population and those owners will not give up their land without compensation. Writing in
Filipino languages became more common in the late s and during the Japanese occupation. Spanish was taught
as a compulsory language until but is seldom used today. Glutinous rice is grown especially for use in this
traditional dessert. Middle-class houses and commercial buildings have tiled roofs. Also, Alison J. Before that
period, the treatment of the islands as a single governmental unit by Spain and the conversion of the
population to Catholicism were the unifying factors. Shanty towns are so large that in , when rains from two
successive typhoons made garbage dumps collapse, over two hundred people were buried alive as their homes
were swept away. No meals are served at the school, although the parent-teacher association may run a stand
that sells snacks for break time. Symbols of Social Stratification. Faith healers cure illness by prayer or touch.
Men wear dark pants and a barong, a lightweight cotton shirt, or a polo shirt. Projects to help children and
meet environmental needs are the focus of volunteer efforts. Leadership and Political Officials. First grade
students begin being taught in Filipino; English is added after two months. Diversity is an important factor to
the business place that allows employees and customers to interact with companies that value their
background as an essential part of their business plan company culture. As found in most dictionaries and
many business journals, cultural diversity is the value of the differences that exist between people groups.
Those connections are of great importance. The average life expectancy is sixty-seven years. Miguel Lopez de
Legazpi landed in the Philippines in and consolidated Spanish power, designating Manila as the capital in 
They do not focus only to business but they make ways in knowing their business partners deeper even to their
personal affairs. However, the state schools have fallen short of race goals established thirty-one years ago in a
desegregation case now known as Geier v. Traditional houses in rural areas are nipa huts constructed of
bamboo and roofed with leaves from palm trees or corrugated metal. A religious ceremony also is performed.
Tuberculosis is another health concern; The country has the fourth highest mortality rate in the world from
that disease. The gender, age and other aspect also are components of a diverse workforce. How much does
religion influence culture? The home may include assorted children from the extended family, and single aunts
and uncles.


